WHAT IS HACKEN?

Hacken is a decentralized custom-tailored platform that provides the entire scope of cybersecurity services. The services can be provided both by the global community of white hat hackers, as well as by Hacken’s in-house cybersecurity specialists. Hacken’s mission is to improve the overall cybersecurity standards around the globe. With this in mind, the company represents a wide range of products in order to effectively meet customer demand.

HackenProof - Tokenized crowdsourced vulnerability rewarding platform.
The core of the HackenProof platform is the ethical cooperation between cybersecurity professionals and IT companies that care about security. We ensure responsible and coordinated vulnerability disclosure in order to encourage white hat hackers to protect modern businesses. The tokenized platform means it’s decentralized among the community. Having remuneration in HKNs, bug hunters are the main stakeholders of the platform. HKN’s price directly depends on the quality of the provided services, number of secured clients and overall size of the white hat community.
Members of the Hacken Community are actively bringing the best hackers and attracting new clients to the platform.

Smart Contract Audit
This direction includes both objective findings from the contract code, as well as subjective assessments of the overall architecture and design choices by consulting experts. This audit will evaluate whether the code has been written in a way that ensures readability and maintainability. Also, it will assess if the codebase follows the modern best and established practices for SC development. The main advantage of Smart Contract Audit by Hacken is crowdsourced approach.

Anti-Phishing
Fast and effective identification of phishing content contained on websites, emails, social networks or other forms used for accessing data. Active anti-phishing by Hacken means websites takedown in 12 hrs, takedown of fraudulent Google Ads and other search ads, deleting fake social media accounts using your brand. In turn, Hacken provides a passive anti-phishing, which comprises constant phishing domain detecting, as well as permanent Google Ads and Search Ads monitoring, social media activity.

HKN TOKEN

The Hacken Ecosystem is a tokenized environment where all payments and transactions are conducted via the cybersecurity utility token - HKN. It ensures that the ecosystem is decentralized among the community. For example, having remuneration in HKNs, bug hunters operating on HackenProof are the main stakeholders of the platform. HKN’s price directly depends on the quality of the provided services, number of secured clients and overall size of the white hat community. The same deal applies with Smart contracts auditors, vendors distributing products and services via Hacken Marketplace etc.
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EXECUTIVE TEAM

DMYTRO BUDORIN
CEO
Dmytro is one of the top executives within Ukraine’s military defence industry. As a ACCA, he worked for Deloitte for 8 years in accounting, audit and project management.

MYKYTA KNYSH
Chief Cybersecurity Officer
Mykyta specializes in cybersecurity training for various government institutions of Ukraine. He is CEO of Protect-Master and co-founder of HackIT Conference.

DR. YEGOR ALUSHEV
Business Development Director
Yegor holds PhD in High Energy Physics from DESY, Hamburg. He is author of 22 scientific papers in this field. Since 2015 Yegor is CEO and Information Security Group.

ANDRÍI MATIUKHIN
CTO
Andrii has 15 years of successful career in cybersecurity, Certified expert in CheckPoint, Cisco and Juniper Networks.

ANDREY VELIKHY
Business Developer
Serial entrepreneur working in information systems, Warwick University Ambassador in Ukraine, vast experience in crypto industry, became iod director in paytomat.com.

VLADIMIR TABATSHUK
HackIT Conference director
Web developing company founder. Co-founder HackIT Conference. Built a distributed affiliate mining network and was in the top 10 at Liepsys mining pool. Computer geek and game hacker since he was 6 years old.

EVGENIA BROSHEVA
Lead manager, HackenProof
Evgenia has Master’s degree in Cybersecurity and is a co-founder of Kharkiv DEFCON Group. She is the winner of All-Ukrainian contest of students research works. Evgenia has organized a range of cybersecurity and blockchain events.

DMYTRO SHESTANOY
Lead manager, Crypto Exchange Rating
Dmytro has 12 years of experience in investment management and strategy development with an MBA in finance at Kyiv-Mohyla Business School, before CEI he worked as Vice-President for Strategy and Development at Ukrainian Interbank Currency Exchange.

MARICHIKA VOITOVYCH
Lead manager, Hacken Marketplace
Marichka implemented the marketing and rebranding strategies for the first Ukrainian weaponizer and presented the company at military exhibitions. She created set of catalogs for all Ukrainian weapons.

IVAN HOTSKO
CMO
An experienced digital marketer, he started his career with the b2b startup Precon, then worked as a SEO specialist for TemplateMonster. Being a certified inbound and sales marketer, he’s fully focused on demand, leads and customers generation.

CLIENTS

SingularityNET
remme
Jibrel Network
Nucleus Vision
NAPOLeONX
qbaol
Legolas Exchange
NEUROMATION
Interkassa
Indorse
Kuna exchange